
Access Lexis Analytics Malaysia from the menu
Login to Lexis Advance® at https://advance.lexis.com/. Access Lexis Analytics Malaysia from the 
menu (       ) on the top left side of your Lexis Advance homepage.

- Lexis Analytics Malaysia is accessible via a single log-in to your Lexis 
Advance account, you can switch between strategy making, legal 
research, and guidance seamlessly.
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Tips:

Type in all information from your matter or brief in the form of free text into the Input Box, this
includes legal issues, key facts and legislative provision, once you’re done, click                     . The AI
behind Lexis Analytics Malaysia will extract all information from your brief and map out a
connection between the information based on historical cases.

- You can analyse your brief as a whole chunk of text instead of breaking 
down your matter into separate case points and research on each point 
individually.

- You can include as much information as you want, up to 5000 words.
- It is advisable to include as much information as you can into the Input Box 

for the AI to extract the most relevant insight for your matter.

Start by typing in your brief2.
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Include/Exclude and evaluate important case points
Visualize relevant legal issues extracted from your brief and evaluate suggested legal issues you 
may have missed.

- You may choose to include or exclude (tick or untick) the listed legal issues in your 
analysis by clicking the “Add/Edit Legal Issue”.

- You can also edit your brief by clicking the “View/Edit Brief”.

3.

The Legal Issues list on the left side of the page will show you all the Legal Issues 
Extracted from your brief in blue boxes. Legal Issues Recommended which are listed in 
grey boxes are legal issues that were not included in your brief but that are suggested by 
the AI behind Lexis Analytics Malaysia based on similar cases in the past.

Legal Issue Relationship Graph allows you to visualize the connection between the legal 
issues you’ve chosen. The blue bubbles indicate the Legal Issues Extracted while the grey 
bubbles indicate the Legal Issues Recommended.

- You may hover on each bubble to see how each legal issue connects with the others.
- You can adjust the relevancy of the legal issues relationship graph by toggling the 

relevancy threshold.
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Analyse the results of your chosen legal issues4.

Analyse the overall results of your chosen legal issues in the Historical Case Outcomes graph.

Narrow down and analyse a specific legal issue to view how they have been treated in the 
past with the Legal Issues Outcomes bar

- You can evaluate your selected legal issues further by analysing the judicial 
treatment, and  the authoritative strength of the cases with 
favourable or unfavourable outcomes

- You can hover on the graph bar of the legal issues and double click on the 
treatment to evaluate the related cases for the treatment.
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Justify your strategy with recommended cases
Based on the legal issues and filters you've selected, the AI will then retrieve a 
list of cases similar to the settings you've incorporated in the earlier section. The 
Recommended Cases list provides you a summary of key factors, outcomes, and 
an overview of the case treatment for you to evaluate for your strategy, you can 
then read the cases further on Lexis Advance.

- You can filter the recommended cases by courts.
- You can access the key factors and outcomes of each case by accessing the full 

text on Lexis Advance®.

5.
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